
Ch-10(The Open Window)  

A. Answer the following questions.  

1.Who  is Mr. Framton visitin? Why?  

Ans. Mr. Framton  is visiting Mrs. Sappleton  to give her a letter of introduction sent by his sister. 

2.How  is his host's niece described at first? 

Ans. The host's niece  is initially described as calm and poised. 

3.Where had Mr. Framton's  sister lived and how long ago? 

Ans. Mr Framton's  sister had lived around the village in a rectory four years ago. 

4.Why is Mr. Framton's host  concerned about the carpets? 

Ans. Mr Framton's  host was worried because they would become soiled by the muddy shoes of her 

husband and sons who had gone for hunting at the marshes.  

5.What did Mr Framton's  doctors agree on and disagree on? 

Ans. Doctor  agreed upon the fact that Mr Framton needed complete rest and should refrain from any 

home of mental excitement and difficult physical exercis.  

6.Describe  the manner of Mr Framton's exit from the house?  

Ans To  saw the three distant figures Mr Framton  grabbed his stick and hat and dashed out of  

the host 's door.  

B.  answer the following questions with reference to context 

1.He very ----------------------------------be undergoing.  

a-He refers to Mr Framton Nuttle.  

b-He  had planned  visits to various unknown people in the countryside. 

c-He   was forced to make these visits to cure his nerve problems. 

2.Their-----------------------------------------for tragedies.  

a-Their refers to Mr Framton's host 's house.  

b-Veera  brings up the topic of tragedies by telling that  a tragedy had occurred in Mrs Sappleton's life 

three years back.  



c-The  tragedy was the death of MRS sappleton husband and sons three years back while they had gone 

for hunting. 

3.A chill ------------------------------------spine.  

a-The  above line means that something frightened Mr Framton to a great extent.  

b-This happens to Mr Framton because Framton think that he was seeing ghost.  

c-Immediately after that Framton collected his hat and stick and ran to escape as soon as possible.  

Word Web 

1.step by step  

2. Loud and clear 

3.Make or break  

4.  short and sweet 

5.sooner or later 

Grammar  

2. He said that she would do this task quickly. 

3.The  manager said,"you  all have done your job well." 

4.Miss Mehta   increased me by saying that I could do it. 

5.He said, "I  have done amazingly well today". 

6.The  God told me that I might need help with the door lock. 


